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Warm, dramatic readings of inspiring dharma stories with beautiful piano music 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN

WORD: With Music, SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook Details: TODD WALTON Todd Walton was born in San

Francisco in 1949. His fiction began to appear in national magazines in 1975 with the publication of

Willow in Cosmopolitan. In 1978, Todd published his critically acclaimed novel INSIDE MOVES, which

was made into a motion picture in 1980. His second novel, FORGOTTEN IMPULSES, was published in

1980 by Simon and Schuster and was chosen by the New York Times as one of the best novels of that

year. LOUIE  WOMEN was published by Dutton in 1983, and NIGHT TRAIN was published by Mercury

House in 1986. His fifth novel, RUBY  SPEAR, was published by Bantam in 1996. His first non-fiction

work OPEN BODY: Creating Your Own Yoga was published by Avon in 1998. Todd's fable Of Water and

Melons was published by Red Wing Press in 1999. In May of 2000, 10-Speed published The Writer's

Path, a book of Todd's original writing exercises co-written with Mindy Toomay. Todd was the founding

Chair of the Creative Writing Department of the California State Summer School for the Arts from

1986-1991. He has introduced his highly effective and innovative writing exercises to writers of all ages

and levels of experience. Todd lives in Berkeley, California. In addition to his writing, he is a musician,

editor, and gardener. His one-person shows feature his music and songs for piano and guitar along with

dramatic readings from his vast collection of short stories and novels. His CD of nine great songs for

guitar and piano YOU ARE THE ONE is available from CD Baby. Todd has been a performing musician

for over thirty years.
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